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BARGAIN DVDs
CLOSEOUT BARGAIN DVDS

Items in this online catalog are in limited supply and are no longer listed 
in our print catalogs, so this may be your last chance to purchase them.



Dramas 
*THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set Presents
three unique Grads Corp. sexploitation
productions: The Blue Hour, about a young
woman trapped in a sexual hell in Los
Angeles; One Naked Night, following a
young woman in danger of falling into
prostitution; and Three in a Towel, an
underground oddity full of voluptuous hippie 
chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on

two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98
Item #6369405 $16.95

THE SECRET GARDEN Widescreen. Set in 
England during a new time period in 1947,
this follows a young orphan girl, who after
being sent to live with her uncle, discovers a 
magical garden on the grounds of his estate. 
Stars Colin Firth and Julie Walters. English
SDH. 100 minutes. Universal.
Item #1990209 $5.95

BEFORE THEY WERE FAMOUS:
Tim/Who Murdered Joy Morgan? Kim
Basinger stars in this shocking and very
cunning suspense thriller focused around a
bizarre murder in Who Murdered Joy
Morgan. 98 minutes. Mel Gibson portrays
Tim Melville, a handsome young man with
below average intelligence who is often
taken advantage of by fellow workers in Tim.

91 minutes, on a double-sided DVD. Legacy.
Item #3855783 $4.95

*THE ONLY WAY Widescreen. In April
1940, the armies of Nazi Germany invaded
Denmark. The Danish government promised
peaceful cooperation on the condition that
Denmark’s Jews remain free. The Nazis
agreed. However, in October, 1943, the
agreement was broken. This is the true story of
Denmark’s valorous actions to save Danish
Jews from the Nazis. Stars Jane Seymour.

English SDH. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95
Item #4728467 $11.95

Thrillers 
*BETRAYAL Fullscreen. A young woman
is hired by a lonely widow to be her
companion. Only problem is the young
woman and her boyfriend are extortionists.
They plan on killing the widow and taking off 
with her money. Stars Amanda Blake and
Tisha Sterling. Not Rated. 74 minutes.
Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $9.95
Item #7943830 $7.95

Horror 
*THE ALPHA INCIDENT Fullscreen. A
space probe from Mars returns to Earth with a
lethal organism that could destroy all life. It’s
being transported across the country on a
train. The micro-organism is released and the
entire train is quarantined. Those trapped await 
a cure from the government while trying to say
alive against this unseen killer. 95 minutes.
Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

Item #1943030 $5.95

Animated TV & Movies 
THE NEW ADVENTURES OF GUMBY, VOL. 1: 
The 1980s Series Welcome back Gumby and
Pokey in this wild, wacky and inventive collection. 
Collects 50 clay-animated episodes. Features
characters from past season and introduces new
characters such as Gumby’s sister Minga, Denali
the Mastodon and Tilly the chicken! Includes two
bendable toys. Over 4 hours on two DVDs.
NCircle Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

Item #4912462 $5.95

Documentaries 
RATED R: Republicans in Hollywood A
slyly provocative and revelatory expose that
explodes the myth of “liberal Hollywood”
and examines the stigmas associated with
being a conservative in Tinseltown.
Featur ing interviews wi th admit ted
conservatives Drew Carey, Pat Sajak,
Patricia Heaton, and more, the film
challenges viewers to rethink what they

know about show-biz ideologies. 73 minutes. Docurama.
Item #388158X $4.95

UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
*ALIENS AND UFOS: Legend of Planet 
X Astronomers have been searching the
cosmos for a large unknown body to explain
how a large force seems to be affecting the
motion of the planets and probes we send to 
space. See the latest evidence in the search
for Planet X, with new data about our binary
solar system having two suns and more. 70
minutes. WWMM. Pub. at $19.99

Item #4670388 $7.95
*ALIEN CONTACT: Secret Societies
From the moment you are born, you are
numbered and moved through a process to
feed the machine of the genetically advanced
race of beings who came to Earth thousands of 
years ago. Nobody is truly free because we are
all working for the masters. Discover how the
Illuminati control everything. 67 minutes.
Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

Item #3993949 $11.95

Adult DVD 
*HOUSE OF CRUEL DOLLS Widescreen.
This is Pierre Chevalier’s outrageously vulgar
melodrama, which is a horny hybrid of existing 
European exploration films spiced together
with new footage to tell the tale of Yvette
(Magda Mundari) who, after being liberated
from a life of sex slavery, tells her sordid story
in flashbacks. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults
only. Full Moon.

Item #4906659 $9.95

Sci-Fi and Horror TV 
DOCTOR WHO: Twice Upon a Time
Widescreen. Peter Capaldi’s magical final
chapter as the Twelfth Doctor sees the Time
Lord team up with his former self, the First
Doctor (David Bradley) and a returning Bill
Potts (Pearl Mackie) for one last adventure.
60 minutes. BBC.
Item #7792700 PRICE CUT to $3.95

Blu-ray 
A Blu-ray player is required to view

these high definition videos. These

discs will NOT work in a DVD player.

TREMORS Widescreen. Natives of a small
isolated town defend themselves against
strange underground creatures which are
killing them one by one. Stars Kevin Bacon
and Fred Ward. Packaged in a steelbook
case. Includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray
versions. English SDH. 96 minutes. Arrow.
Pub. at $59.95
Item #7914059 $24.95
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